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PREFACE

DISISS (Design of Information Systems in the Social Sciences) is a

research project based at the University of Bath. The objective of the project

is to carry out research necessary for the effective design of informaticn systems in

the.social sciences, whether by the creation of new systems or the modification of

existing systems.

January 1971.

The project, which is funded by OSTI, commenced in

Work on other parts of the project is being reported in a series of working

papers which are listed in Appendix C. These, together withan ou tine of work

carried out in 1971 and 1972, can be obtained from the Library, University of Bath,

Claverton-DoWn,-Bath-;-BAZJAY.

The present working paper explores the methods available for the grouping

and linking of journal articles by citations, and the use of these methods as a means

of information retrieval. The study is not only speculative but exploratory, as the

data reported was derived-from-pilot studies conducted on a very small scale.. If

the concepts' expressed here are considered valid and useful, large-icale tests need to

be carried out, with machine- readable files. Such tests will not be possible during

the-DISISS project, but they could well form part of further research.

Because, so'far as we know, the approach put forward here is new, comments

on this paper would be especially welcome. Although the data used relates to the

social sciences the method is of course applicable in any discipline.

Not all of the uses of citation data concern retrieval, and not all retrieval

by Means of- citation data involves networks. This paper mentions some.of.these

other uses for the sake of completeness.

The outline of this paper was prepared by Michael Brittain, but

Barbara Skelton was largely responsible for the drafting. Drafts were read, and

numerous contributions made, by Maurice Line, Stephen Roberts and Robert Bradshaw.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

This working paper explores the potential uses of citation analyses for

the retrieval of information and in particular the use of citation networks to identify

groups of journal articles.

Citation data has been analysed since the 1920s as a guide in the

selection of journals for library collections, and to a lesser extent in determining the

coverage of secondary services. These uses will probably increase as-optimisation

of information systems becomes more necessary. Users of informationthowever, are

generally concerned much-more with retrieving relevant journal articles and are not

directly concerne d with th e secondaryselection policies, whether of I or seconda services.wi

In its simplest form, a citation analysis involves the collection and counting

of citations in a limited number of journals, (referred to as 'source items');' this results

in-a list of cited journal titles, or 'authors, according to their frequency of citation.

Lists of cited journal articles have rarely been-produced, because the small samples of

source journals typically used yield very few articles that are cited frequently. The

relatioaship between source items and cited items is not usually explored in studies

of 'this kind.

.

By analysing the relationship between source items and cited items, it is

possible to derive a structure of linkages, referred to in this paper as a citation

network. A citation network reveals the inter-relationships of articles; the frequency

of citation of each article is shown and also the actual source articles that make the

citations.

Considerable work has been done on-the nature, value and use of citations.

A recent review of the-literature by Hall (1970) indiCates that the majority of the work

has kleen concerned: with citation counts. .A well-known work in this area is that of

rown (1956), who reportedlists of frequently cited journals in mathematics, physics,
1 -

' 1
: A source --item-ii ,thetource-from:Which bibliographic citations arc taken;

_ : ,-_,
it Canimi'...-joutnal-.'artiOlei--_meinogroph or-any other work containing a list of

= referinces";-;",--=_ ,r:--',:-- ---f----'7---'":_--7------ = -------

A--eited=itere--: iS a:work cited (referred to)_by__The author of an article or
-tronog Ithei,-!eouice "Item9-.--'

,-; _----
.



chemistry,-geology, physiology, botany; zoology, and entomology. These lists

have from time to time been used as a guide to the selection of journals by libraries.

Basically, the same principles are involved in using a frequency list of monographs,

although monographs have received much less attention, largely because the frequency

with which most of them are cited is relatively low. Recently more refined measures

of journal citations have been attempted. For example, the number of citations

received by a journal can be expressed as a ratio of the average number of

articles it publishes each year (Garfield 1971); Garfield has called this the 'impact

factor'. A further recent use of citation data has been the application of clustering

techniques (Price and Schiminovich 1968). An important part of DISISS research

is the clustering of journal titles to produce groups of. titles related by their citations.

This work will be reported in a further working paper.

Little work has been carried out with journal articles (as opposed to journal

titles). Kessler (1963) analysed the relationship between articles by grouping together

articles with citations in common; he calls this 'bibliographical coupling'. Garfield

(1963 and 1970), Garfield, Sher and Torpie (1964) and Price (1965) have used

citation data to trace the structure of knowledge and the flow of information. All of

these studies have necessitated the construction of citation networks in one form or

another, but they have been mainly concerned with the interpretation of the network

rather than with the method of its construction.

There have been a few evaluative studies on the use of citation indexes for

information retrieval. The best known citation index is Science Citation Index

(gab which has been used as a data base for the construction of networks described

in this paper. Waldhart (1964) compared the compilation of a bibliography on

lasers from SCI and from five conventional indexing and abstracting services,

concluding that Scl produced:more unique references than the other services.

Spencer_ (-1967) condueted,a similar test whilst-Compiling a bibliography on the drug

thalidomide; ,again, SCI procitkced,inore imique references. Marlyn (1965) conducted

a small test On SCI' tracing the subject of gallium as a semi-conductor; he found that

for eVerY:.tvio releVant articles he retrieved five irrelevant articles. The 'noise' in

_
theirteMli thetefordiqUite-higb, lititMartyn - concluded that-if he had searched

using-OrtiOle titles, rat610:thiin all the citations from each article, the number of

Irrelevant ieferehces-mightihave-been well reduced. These studiet examine



specifically the use of citation indexes, not the use of citation networks, with

which this paper is mainly concerned; but evaluative,studies on the use of networks

cannot of course be carried out until networks have been covetructed and tested.

The main objective of this paper is to examine the method and procedures for

the construction of citation networks in order to identify groups of articles. Several

pilot studies were undertaken to examine first the method for construction of citation

networks,, and secondly to evaluate the effectiveness of generating -groups of articles.

The networks in these studies were compiled by hand. If articles are to be retrieved

on a large scale, the methods most be suitablelor machine handling. This working

paper does not attempt to cover the details of the file structure for machine handling,

although some implications for machine requirenents are mentioned. The methods

and procedures- destribed in his- paper are based on 'hand-drawn' networks; once

the methods -have been eXplored, large,scaleilests-can then be undertaken. However,

,theselests cannot be.Carried out diming the_present DISISS project.

The working paper is arranged in the following manner. Section 2 considers
Y -

the 'analysis of data for citation networks and describes methods for construction.

Three methods have been developed; they are described in this paper as CITED search,

SOURCE search and-DUAL search. Section 3 discusses briefly some applications of

citation networks for information services. The networking technique allows great

flexibility for-the retrieval ofinformation,and in particular DISISS has considered the

packaging of infomition based on citation networks. The pilot studies are reported

in section 4. Two groups of studies were conducted; i) those to identify groups of

articles within a subject, and ii) those to identify groups of articles that deal with new

cencePh and trench. The latter was felt to be important/for any information system in

the Social sciences mist deal adequately with the 'soft' terminology.Finally,in

sections, brief details are given of further work DISISS hopes to cony out on citation

networks.
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2.0 CITATION NETWORKS

2.1 Ways of analysing citation data to show relationships.and to develop networks.

There ore various methods for the analysis of citation data which are of

potential value for library and information system design. As already mentioned, the

simplest method, and that most commonly used, consists of counting citations from

given source journals, and constructing a frequency list of cited journals. Such a

list may be used as a guide for library holdings. In this type of analysis, the

relationship between source and cited journal ki ignored once the frequency list has

been compiled. The analysis may be described as a one-step process. Figure 1

illustrates in diagrammatic form the stages of the analysis. A, B and C are selected

source journals and the cited journals taken from these are represented by D to K.

Source journal A cites D, E, F, J and K. Source journal B cites F, G, H and I.

Source journal C cites I, J and K. Jownals D to K can be ordered, into a ranked list

according to citation frequency.

An off-shoot of this analysis has been explored by Kessler (1963). He has

investigated the relationship of the number of citations in common between articles.

He has called the relationship 'bibliographical coupling' and has related the strength

of the relationship to the number of citations in common. The source articles related

in this manner are assumed to have a similarity of content. In figure 1, A to K can

represent articles not journals. Article A cites article J and K which are also cited

by article C. Article F is cited by both articles A and B and article I by articles B

and C. There is therefore a relationship between all three source articles but the one

between A and C is strongest because they have two citations in common - articles

J and K. 'Articles B and C and articles A and B each cite only one article in common.

The third type of analysis may be described as a two-step process. It involves

the application of cluster techniques to a frequency list of cited journals. This type

of analysis seeks to divide the set of cited journals into subject groupings. The

underlying assumptions are that journals which deal with the same subject areas

will cite one another. This analysis depends upon the relative frequency of citation

of.eoch journal in relation to the source journals. The basic-measure by which journal

clusters may be judged is the similarity between journals in the same cluster. Once
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clusters have been identified, journals within a cluster may be arranged in a

hierarchy according to citation frequency. Norin(1972) has applied cluster

analysis techniques to journals in the disciplines of physics, chemistry and molecular

biology, and identified journal groups in subdisciplinary subject anat.

A fourth type of analysis involves the construction of citation networks and

may be described as a multistep process. Citations are taker: from source journals

and used as sources to generate more citations. That relationship between the source

and cited journal is significant throughout the analysis. One of the simplest ways-of

considering a citation network isby sociometric dlagram./ In this type of diagram,

relationships between a number of references, for example, journal articles, monograph

titles, journal titles or authors, are indicated by arra joining-points representing

the references as source and cited items;
2

in this way, timi distribution of citations and

the frequency of-citation can be seen clearly.

The present paper, as explained above, is concerned only with groupings of

journal articles. A simple citation network is illustrateciin figure 2.

The interrelationship between seven reference points A, B, C, D,, E, F and G

is illustrated. Each point represents a reference consisting of an author and article

title. The citation linkages are shown by lines joining the reference points and the

direction of the relationship is indicated Sy an arrow from the source to the cited- point.

From the diagram, it can be seen that article E is in some way a crucial article because -,

it has mote incoming arrows; that is, it receives the greatest number of citations. it
represents a great oversimplification of the real situation, as is clearly demonstrated

in the trial networks that are reported in Section 3.0.

1 Sociometric diuresis in the context of bibliographic citationsa diagram
Indicating the interrelationships between authors or their works.

See page 11 footnote.
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There are two methods of establishing a network of journal articles.

Firstly, it is possible to start with a relatively old article, such as G, and by

using a citation index, identify the articles that cite G. This would identify

articles E one F. The network can be extended by using the citation index again

to find out the articles that cite E and F; this procedure would identify articles B,

C and D. These three articles are then checked to see if they have been cited;

this produces articles A and articles B and E previously identified. Article A cites

both B and C. This method is called a CITED search because it consists of identifying

articles that have been cited. The method is described in detail in section 2.2.1.

The second method of constructing a citation network is to start with a relatively

recent article and to locate all the relevant citations it contains. These references

are then used as sources to generate more citations. This method has been called a

SOURCE search and is described in detail in section 2.2.2. In Figure 2 the

starting article would be A. Article A makes citations to B and C. Articles B and C

are then located and the relevant citations they make are noted. Article B cites

D, E and F, article C makes only one relevant citation,to E. Article D makes only

one relevant citation, which is also to E. Article E cites article G and article F

also cites G. The principle behind this method is that a cited reference is treated

as a source reference, and as such it will contain other relevant references, enabling

the:network to be extended.

The procedure fr- both SOURCE and CITED searches is repetitive. The

iteration is known as 'cycling'; once a source or cited item is located, the procedure

is repeated to provide other citation links from the article.

The basic process underlying network construction is the selection of suitable

citation linkages that lead to producing the types of network configurations noted above.

In making a network of realistic dimensions (in terms of search period, number of

references, etc.) it is essential to ensue that the references considered relevant are

restricted to-tliose which further the concentration of the network. If every citation

was followed up, many 'dead ends' would result. The effort involved in searching all

these irrelevant-references would be wasted and would not help towards concentrating the

citation linkage at particular points in the network. In practice, networks rarely

evolve towards such tight concentrations as portrayed in the theoretical cases given,
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and where concentration can be developed this is often due to the application of

quite rigid cut-offs on the data, e.g. choosing only certain words in'an article title,

key authors, etc. Determination of the relevance of articles-for a network is of

great importance and is discussed further in section 2.2.4.

A recently reported study of network construction (Garfield, 1972) on the

subject of 'explosive welding' illustrates how citation networks can be used in a search

strategy. Although Garfield successfully identifies the key articles in the field he

does not state categorically the criteria for choosing citations from source articles

which would ensure that the proportion of relevant articles was maximised.

Once a full network has been established, it is relatively easy to see where the

concentration of citations takes place and which articles are peripheral, etc., but to

begin with it is very difficult to decide suitable cut-off points. For instance, during

the construction of a network there may occur many single citations. It is difficult

to know whether all of these should be omitted from the final network on the grounds

that they do not allow the articles to be grouped, or whether recently published articles

should be kept as a separate group, to be further studied, because they may not have had

time to be heavily cited. A further problem concerns the relevance of articles in the

network. In the case of Figure.2 article C makes a citation to E, but it may contain,

say, twelve citations. It is difficult to know beforehand whether journal article C is

going to fall in a network that is related to the subject matter at hand. It would be

very difficult indeed to establish a network by taking at random any journal article.

Some preliminary restriction in the number of cited items, preferably bounded by a

subject area, is required. if the search subject is one such as the example given

later in this paper ('short-term memory') then journal article C cites E, which

is relevant, and may also cite several others not relevant to the network.

In theory the ideal method would be to chart the entire network of citations,

with the result that infrequently cited material would not produce concentrations, and

could ultimately be discarded. If the data base was extremely large, covering for

example all the social sciences or all the physical sciences, then networks would be

established in which there were from time to time great concentrations of citations.
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The concentrations would represent groupings of articles, where the

interrelationship between articles in the groups was strong. These groups

may also be weakly related to other groups by infrequently cited articles. A

good deal of trial and error is necessary in the first place to ensure that the

citations, as they are traced, converge upon a grouping of articles rather than

diverge in all directions to produce very weak linkages with an enormous number

of articles, perhaps across many subject fields.

2.2 Procedures for retrieval of information using citation data.

There are three methods of constructing citation networks. These have

been discussed briefly in section 2.1. Each method is discussed in detail below.

2.2.1 CITED= search

This method is adopted when a user wishes to identify articles

published subsequently to his chosen starting reference. The method is illustrated

by the flow-chart shown in Figure 3.

The method has been called CITED search because it basically consists of

locating all articles that have cited the starting reference and then locating articles

that have subsequently cited these. A citation index is used for this purpose,

FigurOci shows how a citation network is formed following the procedures outlined

in the-flow-charts. Each year of the search period is checked to see if the starting

referente(s) has been Cited. In 1967, article A cited the starting reference.

Article =A is then checked to see if it has been-cited by any relevant articles within

the specified search period. It has been cited by articles B and C, and these are

considered relevant. Articles B and C are then flagged as LINK references.

The term 'LINK' reference has been used because these references provide further

citation links if the n e- tWork is to be extended. Further years of the search period

are checked to see if theitarting referenCe has been cited. This-may produce article D

in 1968. Article to is checked to see if it hai been cited subsequently; in fact, it

has not:7 If the citation network is to be eXtended the articles that have been flagged

as LINI(4erencet Can-be -reCorded'anctilien checked to see if they have been

subselaehtly cited. The network is complete when all the Citations which have been

flaggickas LINK referenCes have been checked to see whether they have been cited in
the specified search period-.
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2.2.2 SOURCE search

This method is adopted when a user wishes to identify a selection of

articles published prior to the starting reference. The method is illustrated by the

flow-chart shown in Figure 3. The method consists of taking citations from a

starting reference, locating them and then using them as sources to provide citations.

Figure 4b shows how a citation network is formed following the procedures outlined

in the flow-chart. The first citation (A) is taken from the starting reference (S).

If the article is relevant it is recorded in the network and the article is locate;.

Citations from A are checked for relevance arid the relevant ones are then flagged

as LINK references. In the diagram articles B and C are flagged in this manner. The

remaining...citations-from the 'starting article are then analysed in the same way as A.

Article D is considered relevant and recorded, but it does not make any relevant

citations. At this point the network cannot be extended, for D may be considered

as a 'dead-end'. To extend the network, the citations that have been flagged as

LINK references are treated as sources.. This process may provide further

citations flagged as LINK references. The network is complete when the articles

cited by the LINK references are all published outside the dates of the search period.

2.2.3 DUAL search

This method uses both SOURCE and CITED methods (hence the name DUAL).

The method is adopted when the user wishes to identify a selection of articles which are

both prior and subsequent to the starting reference. For example, the user may select

a reference published in 1970, but may wish to obtain articles published between'1968-72.

If this is the case, a SOURCE search is adopted from 1968-70. All references

retrieved in this search are then used as LINK references for a CITED search for 1970-72.

2.2.4. Differences in the proceduresfor a CITED and SOURCE search

The proceduresfor conducting CITED and SOURCE searches are different.

For a CITED search a citation index can be used.,L is cumulated into annual

volumes, so that each year of the search period has to be taken in turn. However, a

five year cumulation hos been produced, for 1965-69 and other such cumulations can be

expected; these grecitly reduce and simplify the search procedure.
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In a SOURCE search a citation index cannot be used. A SOURCE search

can only be conducted by locating the actual articles and examining their citations.

At present there is no publication that lists citations from given source articles (although

of course SCI tapes record this information). This search is not conducted by taking

each year of the search period in turn. Instead all citations with the date of publication

within the search period are of potential value to the network, and are examined in the

order in which they were cited.

2.2.5 Relevance of articles comprising the citation network

Implicit in the method of retrieving information by the construction of a

citation network is the assumption that articles contained in it are relevant. The

articles are judged relevant by two main criteria: (i) search period, and (ii) subject.

(i) Search period. This is the number of years the user wishes the data base

to be searched. During a CITED search the data base is searched for each

year of the search period for citations to the starting reference and subsequently

for citations to the LINK references. When a SOURCE search takes place the

date of each citation that is made from the starting reference and from the

subsequent LINK references is checked to see if it is within the search period.

If it is, it is considered relevant to the network; if not, it is discarded. The

scatter of citations within a network represents their position at that particular

time of the network. If the network is extended to cover more years, or

reduced to cover fewer years, the scatter of citations and the strength of

relationship will change.

(ii) Subject. It is impracticable to trace all citations from all articles, as

sonic articles may cite a large number of items. The network would become

extremely large and contain many irrelevant references. Some limiting

criteria will have to be used if the network generating procedure is to be

practicable. The criteria used should help concentrate the network linkages

to a few articles in order to avoid linkages diveiging to many articles that are

cited once only. As yet there is no clear way of choosing a suitable criterion

that works towards this end; an indication of the relevance of articles may be

obtained by examining the article title, the author and the journal . but this
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procedure is necessarily subjective, and objective criteria would be much

more satisfactory.

2.2.6. The starting reference

A starting reference has to be selected. Any reference may be selected so

long as it makes citations if o SOURCE search is to be conducted, or is cited if a CITED

search is to be carried out. However, the number of irrelevant references in the network

is considerably reduced, and the number of relevant references increased, if the reference

selected is a key and central work in the field. The number of irrelevant references is

also reduced if the starting reference is a review article. However, within limits it

does not matter which article is chosen to begin the search, for if enough LINK references

are formed, a very similar network maybe constructed from any starting reference. The

number of irrelevant references in the citation network is also redUced if the date of the

starting reference is close to the specified years of the search. This avoids the extension

of a citation network outside the search period. For example, if articles are required

from 1968-72 and the starting reference is dated 1965, it may be necessary to trace

citations through articles in 1965-68 until articles in the search period appear, although

articles in 1965-67 will not be required.

Once a network has been constructed the selected starting article does not

necessarily =time a special position in the network. The relationship of the starting

article to all other articles in the network depends upon the strength of its citation

'linkages to the other articles. Therefore the fact that one article is chosen to start

the search as opposed to another should not affect the final network. This assumes

of course that the starting article is relevant to the subject of the search.

2.2.7. Preliminary considerations of the data requirements for construction of
citation networks by machine

t".

Any large.scale information service based on the production of citation networks

requires a machine-readable data base, since several hundred citations may have to be analysed

before a meaningful citation network is produced. The problems-of compiling such a data

base may be 11110111101.11. Only a few points are mentioned briefly below.
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Firstly, the selection of source journals from which to collect the ,;stations is

critical to any informcition service. This problem is fully dealt with in Working Paper 5.

The important point is that any bias in the selection of source journals would be reflected

in the 'citation networks. In general most citations are to a relatively small number of journal

titles, articles and authors; the selection of source journals in a broad subject field may

produce unforeseen bias. Howev2r, in narrow or closely knit subject fields citation

patterns may be more various and source journals need selecting with greater care.

All citations from each source journal must be put into the data base. Missing

citations may cause gaps in the citation network and cause artificial cut-off points in the

network. The number of data fields for each citation must be considered. It may prove

feasible only to collect journal title, year, volume, article page numbers and author.

Article title may or may not be an important data field, depending upon the type of search

the user requires. If a user wishes to search by keywords in title, the article title is

obviously required. However, if a straight reference search is required, articles can be

uniquely identified by the other five data fields. In fact in some cases it may be desirable

for searches to be conducted using the five data fields, for citations do not always give the

titles of articles.

A final point is the number of years the data base should span. If retrospective

searches are to be carried out the data base should span a fair number of years. Three years

should be considered the minimum period for building up a citation network. A period

shorter than this is not adequate as only one link can usually be established between the

source andcited item, and no further link can be made from these; it may take a year or

more for any article that has been published to be cited.
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3.0 APPLICATIONS

Information services based upon citation data have many applications, by

virtue of the flexibility which the networking technique *sneers. The following

applications are being considered by DISISS, though not all of them involve actual

networks.

3.1 Packages of information

The amount of literature in most fields is growing so quickly that it is very

difficult for users to extract and locate the infonnution they require. The problem is

eased if information is packaged according to specified user requirements. A package

would consist of a list of all the references produced by a citation network.

Such a list could, in theory, be arranged in any manner to meet the requirements

of the user. Frequency lists of cited authors and articles could be produced; from these,

the user could see at a glance the most important 'works or authors in the field. H would

not have to handle material peripheral to his needs. If required, the package could

also contain the citation network; from this the user could determine the relationship of one

work with another. The use of citation data provides an ideal method of producing

packages of information for groups of users, as the information required may easily be

extracted according to specified criteria from any network.

Packages may be developed for particular purposes, not all of them concerned

with actual retrieval:

a) To study the occurrence and growth of new concepts.

Packages of information could help to identify new approaches and

concepts developing within the social sciences. This may be particularly

important for the social sciences, where many theories may exist to explain

one particular phenomenon, where schools of thought may die as quickly as

they are born, where terminology is unstable, and where there are no 'hard'

scientific explanations. The use of traditional indexing services to trace

new concepts is particularly difficult in the social sciences because indexing

terms con be only assigned when the terms are fully recognised.
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To study the structure of a discipline and the history of knowledge.

A large citation network could describe the structure of a discipline

(that is if all the citations within a given subject field were traced for

a stated time period). The citation linkages may be considered to

indicate the position of an article in the existing body of knowledge. A

user may be particularly interested in tracing the evolution of a field;

a citation network can indicate the importance of each article in the

development of the field. By tracing citations from articles backwards

in time (a SOURCE search), the article that first put forward a new

concept may be determined. Studies of this kind are more difficult

to carry out with a conventional indexing service.

To locate inform. ation in interdisciplinary arecis. The retrieval of

information using citation data provides trdoOd method of meeting the

information requirements in interdisciplinary fields. Citation networks

can be constructed to cut across subject boundaries, provided that the

data base contains journals from the disciplines involved.

3.2 Current awareness services

The Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) developed a current awareness

system - ASCA (Automatic Subject Citation Alert) - several years ago. It is based on

SCI. Each week user profiles are matched with SCI computer entries. If a current

article cites_any item specified in the uses profile, the article is retrieved as being

relevant to the user. User profiles are drawn up to include words, phrases, and word

stems of article titles, plus author and journal titles.

3.3 Computerised retrieval techniques

The retrieval of infor..ation using citation data is suitable for computer based

systems__ 'The iriormation-systems may be on-line, in which case the user may hold a

'conversation' with the machine in order to retrieve the exact information he requires.

As_the only to provide.a starting reference, the-problem is avoided of putting

user-requests-In a special form that the machine can use. Equally, batch processing can

beised far searches in the same w..4y, though it does not allow 'conversation' with the machine.
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3.4 Review series

Citation networks help to indicate the importance of authors and articles in a

particular field. This type of data may be of particular relevance for the compilation of
review series. Citation networks can delimit the subject field, the key authors and

papers; indicate the total field of which the particular review is a subset; provide fairly

complete and representative coverage and ensurec.urrency. At the moment there is no

way of ensuring that reviews are adequately covering all the relevant material; the

review depends very much upon the ability of the reviewer to locate the relevant material

and then to make value judgements on the importance of each work and its contribution to

the field.

3.5 Foreign language translations

The identification of frequently cited authors and articles may also be particularly

important for foreign language translation services. These services may wish to translate

only the most important works in a field. Rather than rely on personal expertise, where an

element of Sias is unavoidable and personal knowledge is bound to be limited,' citation

data provides some evidence of the works most likely to be wanted in translation.

3.6 Teaching aids

Packages of information may be produced specifically for teaching purposes and

as study aids. Groups of articles can be identified that deal with particular aspects of a

subject. For instance, the groups could deal with:

a) historical development of a subject

b) a broad outline of the subject

c) detailed aspects of the subject.

Packages may be developed according to detailed specification, so that

the information given to a student is directly relevant to his needs. Packages developed

in this manner could be used for programmed learning courses.
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3.7 Aids to research in information science

The structure of a discipline as revealed by citation networks may provide

data on, for example, the shifting of subject boundaries within the social sciences. One

traditional means of information retrieval is by classification, but as subject boundaries are

not clear-cut or stable, a means of identifying chcnaes is useful.



4.0 PILOT STUDIES

Several pilot studies were carried out to investigate the techniques and

procedures for grouping articles using citation data. Science Citation Index (SCI)

was used for the studies; because it does not contain sources published before 1964,

it was necessary in some studies to use source journals not included in SCI in order

to complete the study.

4.1 Studies to identify groups of articles'with keywords in the title

The main objective of these studies was to retrieve articles with chosen keywords

in the titles and to identify the core articles and the peripheral articles on the topic.

The keywords chosen were 'short-term memory' and 'deviant behaviour' or synonyms.

A citation network was constructed for each using citation frequency data.

4.1.1 Short-term memory - a DUAL search,.

The objective of this study was to retrieve articles between 1959 and 1970 with

the keywords 'short-term memory' or synonyms in the title of the article. The resulting

network is shown in Figure 5. The starting reference was no. 1. The 1969 SCI1 was

Jed to identify any relevant citations made in 1969 to reference no. 1. The procedure

was that of a CITED search. Twenty-two citations were identified as relevant and these

are indicated by nos. 36-57 in Figure 5. The network was extended by using a SOURCE

search to identify any relevant articles cited by the twenty-two articles. This

procedure located the articles numbered 2-35. Citations from these articles were not

/checked because the number of references compiling the network was becoming too

unwieldy to deal with by hand. The resulting network is very incomplete, being based

only on citations made in 1969 to the starting reference. Ideally, each of the years

spanned by the network should be checked for citations to the starting reference and the

citations arising from these should similarly be checked for relevance.

The resulting citation network was presented for evaluation to a person who knew

the subject well. He felt that the articles indicated by the citation network as being

important were important articles in the field. The user was also able to divide the

references into distinct subject groupings. These are given below. The subject groups

are not mutually exclusive.

The 1969 edition was chosen because ti;ieiias the earliest year of SCI in Bath
niversi ' ibra .
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(I) paired associate learning. References 3, 6, 7, 8, 21.

(ii) interpolated activity/inertial interval. References 15, 16, 18,

25-30, 36, 38-41, 48-50, 53-55.

(iii) semantic acoustic confusability. References 10, 19, 24, 43, 52, 56.

(iv) proactive/retroactive interference. References 1, 2, 4, 5, 9,

11,.12, 15, 17, 19-23, 31, 33, 44, 45, 47, 55-57.

The user was not familiar with five of the references, 13, 14, 32, 42 and 51, so

he could make no value judgements on these. Four references, 34, 35, 37 and 43, were

thought to be of marginal relevance to any of the four subject groups identified.

Although the articles in the network could be classified into subject groups,

the citation linkages in the network were not necessarily between articles within the

same subject group. The starting article concerned proactive/retroactive interference

and it was to be expected that the number of articles contained in this subject group would

be greater than in'the other groups. To illustrate the exact nature of the citation

linkages the group on proactive/retroactive interference will be examined in detail. The

starting article, reference 1, was cited by twenty-two articles in 1969, but only five

(nos. 44, 45, 47, 56, 57) were considered as being concerned with proactive/retroactive

/ interference. Three of the five articles together made seven citations to the articles

besides reference 1 in the subject group I isted below.

From reference 44 : to reference 34.

From reference 47 : to references 5, 19.

From reference 57 : to references 4, 5, 11, 26.

Within the subject group four of the citation I inks were to two articles only;

references 4 and 5 were both cited twice. This is an indication of concentration of

citation links on specific references. If the network had been extended by tracing

the citation links through all years (1959 - 1969) it is envisaged that the citation

links within subject groups would be more evident and further concentrations of citation

links would occur, as each article would have a greater chance of being cited.
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The subject group with the next largest number of articles in it is that on

iriteipolated activity/inertial interval. Citation linkages do occur within this group;

they are listed below.

From reference 36 : to references 16 and 25.

From reference 38 : to references 27, 28,

From reference 41 : to reference 30.

From reference 50 : to references 15, 18, 30.

Only one article is cited twice from within the group. This is reference 30,

cited by references 41 and 50.

There are only five and six articles respectively in the remaining two subject

groups - paired associate learning and semantic acoustic confusability. No citation

linkages occur within either groups and this can be attributed to the small number of

articles in the groups.

4.1.2. Deviant behaviour - a SOURCE search

The main objective of the study was tr, retrieve articles between 1962 and 1969 with

the keywords 'deviant behaviour' or synonyms in +he title of the article. The starting

reference was 13 in Figure 6. A SOURCE search was first carried out. The starting

reference made five citations to other works that were relevant for the search. These are

references], 6, 9, 10 and 12. Each of these references was checked for any relevant

citations it 'right make. The citations made in reference 1 all went outside the years of

the search period. Reference 9 made five relevant citations. These are references 3, 4, 5

7 and 8. Each of these references was then checked for citations, but none contained any

relevant citations within the search period. To increase the number of articles in the

network the term 'deviant behaviour' was looked up in the Permuterm Subject Index for

1969; two articles were identified, references 14 and 15. Reference 14 cited reference 2

and reinforced citation linkages to references 3 and 4. Reference 15 made only one

relevant citation., to reference 11.
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The total network was composed of 15 references only. The small number

may be due to the fact that the term 'deviant behaviour' is very broad and article titles

may use more specific terms, or they may use other terms for the same subject. The

search would no doubt have located more references if all the citations from each article

had been used, instead of only the citations that had the keywords in the title.

The network was presented for evaluation to an academic researcher working

in the field of deviant behaviour. He judged that most of the articles that occurred in

the network were important in the field. Reference 14 was not known to the user, although

he thought it would be relevant. The reason he had not come up against the reference

before was that it was in the Journal of Mental Hygiene, a journal that sociologists do not

usually scan. The starting article gave a general tteatnient to deviancy and the majority

of references retrieved also treated the subject in this manner. Only references 8 and 18

dealt with more specific aspects of deviancy.

4.2 Studies to identify articles containing new concepts, new ideas and new terms.

The main objective of these studies was to see how well an information retrieval

procedure based on citation data would perform in handling literature that dealt with new

concepts, new ideas or new terminology in the social sciences.

Fifteen topics were chosen at random as terms that have been introduced into

social science literature over the past ten years. Each term was looked up in ISI's

Permuterm Subject Index for the years 1969, 1970 and 1971, and the number of articles

with the term in the article title was recorded. The results are shown in the following list.
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1969 1970 1971*

Autistic children 16 12 3

Autokinetic 7 16 5

Biofeedback 0 0 1

Bionics 6 1 2

Cognitive controls(s) 3 4 2

Generation gap(s) 8 5 12

Orienting response 13 12 8

Phillips curve(s) 0 2 0

Preparatory response(s) 1 3 0

Representational processes 0 0 0

Skin resistances) 21 12 9

Synectics 2 1 2

T-groups 29 1 4

.Transcendental meditation 0 2 0

Yoga 1 3 0

* Data available only for January to September 1971.

The list indicates in a very preliminary way the frequency of use of the terms in

the literature. Terms that occur infrequently in all 3 years can be interpreted as being

of fairly recent origin as showing that only a few people were publishing work in that

particular field. Terms occurring frequently in 1969 and declining in 1970 and 1971

may he interpreted as being of declining importance in the literature,. An example of

this appears to be T-groups. However as the data was only available) over three years

(only these three volumes cf the Permuterm Subject Index were available in Bath University

Library) firm conclusions cannot be-reached at this stage. If data were available over a

period of ten years the conclusions would have more validity. A further limitation of the

present study is that it is based only on ISI's files; subject coverage of some of the terms

in the above list may not be comPreltensive.

The procedure for identifying the articles in theitudies was as follows. The

articles occurring in the 1971 Permuterm Subject Index were located in the Source Index

to obtain full bibliographical details and to obtain the number of citations each reference
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made. It was decided to work from the most recent data available, namely 1971. Those

that did not make any citations were discarded from the study for they could not provide

links to other articles. The references with the greatest number of citations were located

first. Ideally a total citation network should be constructed by tracing all citations from

every article. This is a large task for a manual operation; the procedure adopted was to

identify first the citations to the oldest material, the assumption being that these articles

were the ones most likely to lead to the articles that first put forward the new concepts.

The basic procedure used was that of a SOURCE search described in section 2.2.2. It was

modified by selecting the earliest citations from the articles instead of tracing citations

from all articles. To validate the choice of citations used in the network the text of each

article was read, and this in some cases indicated the earliest relevant citation. As the

terms were traced back an indefinite number of years, the studies invariably went outside

the scope of ISI's data base. Each article was obtained and the citations from it were

scanned. If the publication was not available in BalLiAMiversity Library, a request was

mode to the National Lending Library ft, Science and Technology. Sometimes a

publication was unobtainable because it was very old and insufficient bibliographical

details were available to enable it to be located. When this occurred the network was

artificially cut off and work could not proceed further unless other publications in the

network led to the publication that could not be located.

The results of tracing five terms are given below:

a) r-groups

Reference 1 in Figure 7 was chosen as the starting point in the citation

network because it was a review article and made 75 citations. Analysis

of the citations by title revealed the ones that would be most likely to

give leads to earlier works on the T-group concept. When these

publications were obtained it was found that only two were directly

relevant. These references 2 and 8 both describe the historical

development of the concept. References-5 and 6 are the earliest

pubiliatiors dealing specifically with braining groups'. Reference 7

indicates the historical development of the concept. Reference 3 is

an important publication in the field for it describes the first experiments
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with T-groups and hence cited the reports from the laboratory. The

authors most frequently cited appear to be L. P. Bradford, K. D. Benne, and

R. Lippitt; these men could be considered the innovators in the T-group field.

b) Short-term memory

Further work was done on the short-term memory citation network

(Figures) to see if the first appearance of the term could be detected.

Using the SCI no other article earlier than Peterson & Peterson, reference 1,

could be found with the keywords in the title.

c) Phillips curve

Only two references were given in the Permuterm Subject Irodex. Neither

of these made any citations, and so the study could proceed no further for

this term.

d) Synectics

The two references made in 1972 were both by the same author and both

articles made almost the sortie citations. The citations used in the network

were common to both articles. References 1 and 2 cited several papers

by S. J.J. Gordon (6) published by Arthur D. Little, Inc., but no dates

of publication were given. Arthur D. Little came into operation in 1952

so the papers must post-date this. From the text of reference 4 it may be

assumed that those papers were published in 1952 and deal with the results

of the research started in 1944. The first appearance of the term 'synectics'

is in the publication of S. J.J. Gordon, 1961, reference 4.

6) Generation gop

Only a few references located in the Pewnuterm Subject Index made citations.

Eight, five and twelve references were located respectively in the 1969, 1970

and 1971 PerfflUterMetlildllX, but only references 1, 2 and 4 made any

`- citations. The reference making the most citations, and also citations to the

oldest material, was Murray 1971. This article was chosen as the starting

point; of its 33'citations three were identified as being closely linked.

These are shown in Figure 9.
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References 3 and 4 are both cited by references 1 and 2. From the

citation pattern, it appears that the term 'Generation gap' is associated

with early studies of adolescence.

This study was investigated further in order to establish how closely the term

'Generation gap' is associated with early studies of adolescence.

Two approaches were taken:-

i) tracing citations to Mead, M. 1928 in the 1969, 1970 and 1971

SCI, and

ii) tracing the citations from the two articles identified in the 1971

Permuterm Subject Index.

The resulting networks are shown in Figures 9a and 9b.

From Figure 9a, it can be seen that only 2 authors cited Mead 1928;

Mead, F. made a citation in 1968 but it was entered in the 1969 SCI.

The third author, J. Ablon (1970), cited the revised 1961 edition of the

1928 work. The network shown in Figure 9b was constructed using the

SOURCE search method described in section 2.2.2. The 33 references

cited by Murray (reference 1) and the four references cited by Thomas

(reference 2) were obtained. The citations that these articles made were

checked against each other; only the ones in common are shown in Figure 9b.

It was too large a task to construct by hand a network containing all the

citations from reference 1, as some of these articles contained over 70

citations. A good proportion but not all of the articles cited by Murray

could be obtained by the time ttifilaper was written. An interesting

feature of the citation pattern is that in 1967 articles cited other articles

published in the same year. These are references 7, 9, 10 and 11.

All these articles occur in fact in the same issue of the same journal. The

authors must have been in close contact with each other's work.
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It was hoped that a comparison of the networks shown in Figures 9a and

9b might show some articles in common, but this was not so. The

articles in the network shown in Figure 9b deal mainly with 'student protests'.

4.3 Pilot Studies: Problems and Conclusions

The use of citation data to identify groups of articles proved to be successful.

The study on short-term memory (section 4.1.1.) showed four subject groupings of

articles with citation linkages present within two of the groups. There was evidence of

the concentrating of the citation Pritages at particular references within the groups. If
the study had been extended and all citations had been traced through all years of the

network rather than 1969, citation linkages within all the groups would have increased.

The study using the keyword 'deviant behaviour' (section 4.1.2) did not

show such clear groupings of articles. If the network had been constructed without the

restriction of the keyword, groups of articles would no doubt have appeared. The use

of keywords in this study was too limited, the keyword chosen was too broad for groups

of articles to be identified by title. However, these studies were purposely conducted

using keywords in titles, because it was felt that they would reduce the number of

references retrieved and would therefore be more suitable for manual Iv.,ndling. If
all the citations from each article had been used in the study, the network would have

become too large.

The studies to identify articles containing new concepts (section 4.2) showed

that although early articles may be identified, there is no firm evidence to suggest

exactly which article first put forward the new concept. This is due to the fact that

when constructing the networks it was difficult to define the relevant articles; in the

study it was only the earliest citation made by each article which was considered

relevant.

Previous studies on tracing the history of subjects by citation linkages have not

put forward any objective measures for establishing the relevance of articles. Garfield

has reported several studies on the use of SCI to trace the history of various subjects.
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However his studies were primarily aimed at identifying the important articles in the

development of the subject rather than identifying articles that first put forward a

new concept. It may be that some articles that first put forward a new concept are

considered important articles in that field but it may not be necessarily true for all of

them. This may account for the fact that no firm conclusions could be reached in the

pilot studies. It may be illuminating at this point to examine the methods which Garfield

used to trace the history of particular subjects.

In 1964 Garfield, Sher and Torpie identified the key DNA discoveries as

described in Isaac Asimov's The Genetic Code, and then carried out a literature search

using conventional bibliographic tools in order to identify the articles that corresponded

to the historical events as described by Asimov._ The citation linkages between each article

were examined to see how far the linkages represented the historical events. The study

concluded that citation patterns were a valid means of investigating historical events.

In 1969 Garfield reported a study on the recent history of DNA. From a given list of

30 to 40 articles published in 1967 on the subject of DNA he compiled a master list of

all citations in their articles. He disregarded all articles in this list cited less than

five times. He then checked the list of articles in SCI to make sure that they were all

highly cited articles. He then repeated the process for all years of the study 1961 to 1967.

In this manner he claimed to have located all the most important articles on the recent

history of DNA. However, Garfield does not explain how he chose the thirty or forty

articles for each year of the study. The choice of his starting articles is critical to his

method, and although all unimportant articles are eliminated by checking in the SCI, some

important articles may not have been cited by the starting articles. The method does not

provide a citation network as only one citation link is used to provide further articles in

each year of the search. The method is thcit described as a one step citation analysis in

section 2.1. The choice of the 30 or 40 starting articles is therefore critical in this case

because any bias in the selection of the starting articles cannot be balanced out by cycling

through all years of the search period. A cycling procedure would provide further citation

linkages which would reaffirm the importance of an article previously identified.

More recently, Garfield (1970) conducted a study on the history of the design of

electromagnetic flowmeters in order to identify 'edifying' articles. The method used was to

construct a citation network. A known article was selected and the citations it made examined.

The relevance of each article was determined by examining authors, titles, citations,

and frequency of citation as indicated in SCI.
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The Permuterm Subject Index was also checked for relevant articles and altogether

about 500 articles were produced of which 159 were relevant. The final network

contained twenty-six articles. These were identified by using SC$ the greater the

number of citations to an earlier work, the greater was the likelihood that tit. cited

paper was a key event in the subject field. In this study Garfield used a zitation

network to identify the key articles but he gives little detaii of the precise procedure

he followed and of the amount of cycling he had to da.

The outstanding problem revealed by the pilot studies is the successful

identification of relevant citations that enable the networks to be r .nstructei in the

shortest possible time; ideally the articles identified must lead to a concentration of

the network, rather than to a scatter of references that have only been cited once.

Garfield (1970), who has done perhaps most work on use of citation networks, does

not appear to put forward any definitive method of selecting the appropriate articles.

He suggests the following criteria: author, title, citations made by the article, and

finally the number of times the article has been cited in SCI.

These criteria are not very satisfactory for the following reasons. An author

can be wed as a criterion only if he is known to the user as having worked in the field.

Key authors may be easy to recognise; but problems arise with the large proportion of

lesser known authors. The title of an article may certainly be used as an indication of

relevance but serious misjudgements may occur. The citat::,,ns an article makes may

give some indication of relevance, but the article must first be looted for the

citations to be scanned, and this may be a time consuming task. Finally, Garfield
suggesWchecking in SC1 - this would give an irt,_.cation of the importance of the work.

But if all or some of these procedures have to be carried out for every citation made

by the starting article (some articles may make up to 60 citations or even more) and

then all the preceding articles, the retrieval process must be extremely slow.

Further problems in constructing networks concern the size and structure of

the data base from which the network is compiled. For an effective information service.

the citation data base needs to be very large if a subject or disci:41ns is to be well

coveted by the service. Not only that, but it must be composed of a valid selection

of source journals. If the service is to be economically viable it may be necessary

to make a selection of journals. An integral part of DISISS research i to investigate

the application of cluster analysis_techniquesiolournal-selection.--Clustering techniques
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are being used to identify groups of frequently cited journals. Journals selected in

this manner would provide the basis of an information store for a service. Retrieval of

information from such a service could be carried out by using the methods described in

this paper, based on citation data.

Other problems that are of relevance to citation networks concern the

nature of citation practice. Several papers have been concerned with these problems;

.see Garfield and Sher (1963) East and Weyman (1969), Price (1965). The main

areas for concern are mentioned briefly below.

The major assumption about citation practice is that the contents of the

article will determine which references an article will cite. However, an author may

cite a work for other reasons. Some material may be cited because it is so widely

established that to ignore it would be an omission, whether it was used or not. An

author may cite material that he has not read, perhaps in order to give more weight

to his own work. An item may be cited because it supports a particular point of

marginal relevance to the main theme of the paper. An author may wish to make his

own previous work more widely known, and he may therefore cite it without its being

of strict relevance to the present work. Finally, there is no way to ensure that the

author was aware of all the relevant articles when he wrote up his work, nor that he

cited all works that went towards the writing of his own article. Although citations

are by no means a perfect indicator of use, deficiencies diminish in importance as a

network grows in size, and individual inadequacies tend to cancel out. In a field

such as social work, where citations are less frequent, and where less effort may have been

made by an author to search previous literature than in a 'pure' research field, the

problems may be much greater.
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5.0 FUTURE WORK

DISISS will continue to investigate the use of citation data for the

identification of groups of articles. It is hoped that it may prove feasible to

develop information services based on citation data. In particular DISISS will

look at the use of citation data to construct packaaPs of information, also its use

in the selection of foreign language items for translation. The problems that have

been discussed in this paper will be further investigated. Special attention will be

directed towards the establishment of suitable criteria for the determination of the

relevance of articles for a citation network. It will not be possible to generate

effective citation networks from present DISISS citation data files due to the fact that

data for citation networks must be derived from all source journals for each year the

network is to span.

At present the DISISS citation data files are made up as follows. Data

collected in he citation pilot study is composed of citations from source journals

published in 1950, 1960 and 1970. All citations were collected from every third

article. The data collection for all years is not complete. This data is not adequate

for the construction of networks, because the gaps in the citation collection would cause

artificial cut-off points in the networks. Also, it was collected over a range of social

science disciplines, so that data for any one discipline is thin. Data for the main citation

study was collected for 1969-1970 only; this data by itself is again not suitable for

building networks, since the data must be available over a number of years. DISISS

will therefore investigate the possibility of obtaining data from other sources, perhaps

-1St, for construction of citation networks.
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